
New World Notes: 

Overview 
& 

Advertising Rate Card



Founded by James (“Hamlet Au” 
in SL) while Linden Lab’s official 
embedded journalist from 
2003-2006, New World Notes is 
also the basis for his 2008 book 
The Making of Second Life 
(HarperCollins) and Making a 
Metaverse that Matters (Wiley), 
set for publication on June 2023 
-- SL’s 20th anniversary!

Based in Los Angeles, James is 
also a longtime content / 
strategy /marketing strategist 
focused on games & virtual 
worlds with additional client 
experience in AI, futurism, 
China, UX/design, healthtech, 
web3, adtech, and US politics.

www.linkedin.com/in/wjamesau



Founded in 2006, New World 
Notes (nwn.blogs.com) is the 
longest-running, most-read blog 
devoted to Second Life news & 
culture and the Metaverse.

Featured by New York Times, 
WSJ,  BBC, The Atlantic, LA 
Times, Kotaku, Polygon, and 
many other major news and 
gaming outlets.

Averages 120,000-192,000 visits 
per month, with regular 
readership highly focused on 
virtual worlds (especially SL), 
games, technology, and tech 
hardware.

Source: SimilarWeb



New World Notes works with dozens of brands (both virtual 
and IRL) as “media partners” presenting relevant content 
to its readership with placements across the site. 



Current New World Notes partnership rates (payable in USD or L$):

● Sponsored post, 300-500 words: $300/post or L$68,000, up to one 
per week. (Must arrange content 5 business days+ in advance.)

● Sponsored video: $100 of L$22,000. Must be included in 
sponsored post. Video to be created by sponsor, though we can 
recommend producers.

● In-post ad: $100 or L$22,000 post. 
● Permanent 300x300 ad: $150 or L$34,000 or month.

PACKAGE RATES:

- 2 of the above for 10% discount for 3 month commitment
- 2 of the above for 20% discount for 6 month commitment 
- Other packages available, Talk with us! 

*All partnerships include "sponsor thanks" promotion on James/New 
World Notes’ Twitter, Facebook, and Plurk channels -- 15K followers.



Contact New World Notes’ Advertising:

“Demonica” (lhasamencur.dagger)

E-mail: ads@new-world-notes.com

SOCIAL: 
 

FINE PRINT:

Preference given to brands that best fit 
New World Notes’ editorial focus and 
readership interests.

Brand ads/content on New World Notes 
must be “PG-13”, whether or not brand 
content includes Adult-rated content. 
(But preference given to general use 
brands.)


